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This is the Java version of our book. See the website for links to the C++ version, as well as versions that use larger fonts. Did you ever... Want to work at an exciting future company? Struggling with an interview problem that could have been resolved in 15 minutes? Wish you could study computer problems in the real



world? If so, you need to read the elements of interview programming (EPI). EPI is your comprehensive guide to interviewing for software development roles. The core of EPI is to gather more than 250 problems with detailed solutions. The problem is that representatives of interview questions are asked at leading
software companies. The problems are illustrated with 200 numbers, 300 test programs, and 150 additional variants. The book begins with a summary of the non-technical aspects of the interview, such as strategies for a great interview, common mistakes, views from the other side of the table, advice on negotiating the
best offers, and guidance on the best ways to use EPI. We also provide a summary of data structures, algorithms, and problem-solving templates. Encryption issues are presented through a series of chapters on basic and advanced data structures, search, sorting, algorithm design principles, and at the same time. Each
chapter stars with a brief introduction, a case study, top tips, and considering the most important library methods. This is followed by a broad set of problems and thought stimuli. A practical, interesting approach to the fundamentals of computer science, as seen through the prism of popular programming interview
questions. Jeff Atwood/Co-Founder, Stack Overflow and Discourse Core of EPI is a collection of over 300 problems with detailed solutions, including 100 numbers, 250 test programs, and 150 variants. The problem is representative of the questions asked at the leading software companies. The book begins with a
summary of the non-technical aspects of the interview, such as common mistakes, strategies for a great interview, views from the other side of the table, advice on negotiating the best offers, and guidance on the best ways to use EPI. Epi's technical core is a series of chapters on basic and advanced data structures,
search, classification, broad algorithm principles, and system design. Each chapter consists of a brief review, followed by a wide range of issues and thought stimuli. We include a summary of data structures, algorithms, and problem-solving templates. EPI Judges are now at GitHub! The installation is super simple - no
installation! You just need to download the project, point your IDE/editor to it, and start the debugging code cycle, with immediate feedback! Judges include the following: Preliminary programs for each issue in our book in Python, Java, and C++ Test-cases including common corner cases and performance errors A
framework for running tests on yours On your computer The best interview preparation is a combination of practice on a set of representative issues with quality explanations. The best way to practice this practice is to develop, run and debugging programs in the environment you feel most comfortable in, i.e., your own
computer and IDE/editor: It's a very fast compilation-debugging cycle, You have full control and visibility, both in internal state and test data, you can use features such as auto-completion, auto formatting, linting, definiton look up, etc., and you can choose to use version control, to track your own progress, as well as to
pull updates. This screenshot will give you a good idea of what it's about. A big shout-out to Viacheslav Kroilov, to apply his special software engineering skills to make EPI Judge a reality. Read more Please follow these instructions to make sure you get the most recent copy of epi. This is very important because you
want the latest version of EPI, which is the version where the seller is Amazon, may not be the default seller on Amazon's website. First, don't click the add-to-cart from the landing page (because the default seller isn't always Amazon). Instead click on the highlighed text in the image below. Next, find Amazon in the seller
list, as in the example below. (Note how Amazon isn't at the top of the list!) Now add EPI to your cart, and you are good to check! Read more Many people find the interview scary. One reason is that the problems are really difficult. However, the challenge goes far beyond that - offices and work environments are often
quite different from anything you've seen. As part of our goal to help readers succeed at interviews, we've compiled some pictures of what a typical campus looks like. The goal is to set you up more comfortably so you can focus on technical content. These images are from Facebook (to the right of Adnan's office), but
quite representative. Come early, so you do not have to struggle with finding buildings, parking lots, etc. It is good to wait in the lobby for an hour, unpack with a copy of EPI! Lobby - this is where the employer will pick you up. Interview room. It's a fixed room for the duration of the interview, although you can step outside
for lunch with the host. The interviewer/presenter/employer must make sure you stay on schedule, but there's no harm in taking the lead, for example, not leaving lunch late. Here the whole wall can be scored, but it is more common to have a whiteboard. Pro tip: consider your own marking, so that you can be sure that
they write well. Dining room - delicious food for free, but not too much and fall into a food coma, or lose focus. The campus is beautiful, but it's more important to focus on the interview. Do well and there will be plenty of time to appreciate these things later. This. is common. Random office equipment. Bike storage.
Reading more EPI in Python is the single biggest request from our readers, and we are happy to tell you that EPI is now available in Python! You can buy it directly from Amazon here. We've been using Python as our everyday language at Facebook and Uber for quite some time now, and have grown to appreciate its
power, versatility and aesthetics. We've been writing Python code for EPI Python since the beginning, and invested a lot of effort to find the most effective ways to solve interview problems in Python. We hope you enjoy reading this book as much, we would love to write it. As always, we look forward to hearing our
readers' thoughts and criticisms about our work. Drop us a row, come meet in person if you're in the Bay Area. (Ice cream at Facebook Sweet Shop is always fun.) Read more This post clarifies the questions we're often asked about EPI versions and variations. Variations There are two basic print variations: Elements of
Programming Interviews (available in C++), and Elements of Programming Interviews in Java. Each size has two sizes: 6 x 9 and 7 x 10 - the later uses larger fonts and a larger line distance. Smaller and larger formats contain exactly the same content. Amazon does a poor job showing variations. Here are the links
directly to them: The People version often confuses the publishing date, for example, the October 2012 date listed for the original 6 in x 9 in EPI (C++). EPI has changed a lot since its initial release – the first release came at 1200 commits, we're at 3900 commitments. On the road we've added and removed issues,
features, and content, based on trends we've seen in interviews. We regularly upload updated PDFs to Amazon's on-demand issue sets and it will work immediately. For this reason, we recommend buying only from Amazon itself, not from amazon res agents. Regardless of the advertised release date, the version sold
by Amazon itself is always present - agents can sell old stock, or even worse, pirated copies of very poor print quality. Read more To celebrate all the changes we've made to EPI since its first release, we're creating a new cover. We have organized a design competition, and we want you to help us choose from the
contestants. Click here to vote on the cover. (Direct link to poll: Here's a screenshot of the poll. Read More EPI is a community book - its content, quality and existence, is a testament to the participation and enthusiasm of readers. In this spirit, we are asking for help us by providing feedback on some of the new materials
we've worked on. Specifically, based on your feedback, we're adding the following features to EPI: Extended Referrals for each chapter. These referrals include An example of key data structures and for that chapter, for example, how to use binary search with a custom comparison. A table of top tips for chapters, for
example, considers reversing the arrays of digits to work on the least important digits first. Evaluate the most important library methods, e.g. Arrays.asList(1,3,5). Add a specific question domain. Specifically, in addition to the existing chapters on system design issues, we are adding the following chapters. Programming
language questions, for example, the difference between final and final principles is object-oriented, for example, explaining the difference between a class adapter and an object adapter. Questions about the tool, for example, describe the role of a collaboration in the version control system. By acting as a critic, you will
have the opportunity to perfect your interview skills, review the book early, our immortal gratitude and, a free copy of the book, if you are one of the first 25 reviewers or a major contributor to this review. If you are interested, please sign up via this Google form. We expect reviewer to spend 1-2 afternoons viewing the
specified document and identifying the issue every 1 to 2 pages. Perfect is the enemy of good - please send us your input as soon as possible. (We expect to have a significant amount of feedback by mid-April. Problems can be spelling mistakes, misleading language, optimal solutions, bad programming practice – in
short anything can improve the quality of the book. Any individual issues you identify must be reported through the Google form that you can view here. Here are some examples of issues reported by readers. Note how specific these proposals are - they have details about where the problem is, what the problem is, what
the right words should be, etc. Hint: Solution 12.14: I feel that the limitations of the sample method especially in C++ should be addressed. Typo: HTTPS's account always spells the certificate as sertificate. Hint: Drop variant 10.16.1, as it is as effective as issue 10.18. Clarification: I don't see how it can sort in O (n) time,
as suggested by writeup at the beginning of Chapter 13. Read more On July 7, 2016 We will close the magistrates service in the near future as we draw lessons learned and build a more powerful and full-features service. January 14, 2016 We have gathered a prototype online judge service that you can use to practice
for interviews. Take a look at the screenshot at the bottom to see the user interface or just click the link. No need to log in, just read the problem description and start hacking! The judge issues corresponding to the issues in the PDF form. These issues are an ideal starting point for anyone who wants to catch up with the
pace of interviews. (Right now, all programs that are in Java.) How to use We use the tests directly for the judge's problems and try to give meaningful feedback. For example, if Program to test if a binary tree is balanced unsuccessfully, you will see a report as follows. 1 Incorrect results on the balance tree {0,1,2,3,#,4,5}
If your program is not compiled, we return a compiler error and the number of lines will correspond to the lines in your program. 123456Line 7: error: types of int y in compatibility = asd; ^ required: int found: String1 error If your program throws an exception, we return the stacktrace - the line number will not correspond to
the lines in your program. 123Exception in thread main java.lang.RuntimeException at BalancedBinaryTree.isBalanced(file.java:49) at BalancedBinaryTree.main(file.java:86) Your program runs in Docker container, so don't worry about crashing or damaging our server. We run the program with a standby time of 20
seconds, so if your program has an infinite loop, or is very slow, you will receive a timeout response. If the server is loading, it can block requests too often. A few programs require you to have an effective solution to overcome, for example, if you brute-force parity, you will see the judge inform you that your solution is too
slow: Plans We are excited about providing this service, and look forward to developing it - add a problem, add a login and persevere your code, classify problens, drag and drop into the editor, made from Github, etc. Reader input As always, we cherish the user's input. Please share your thoughts with us about the
judge. Some of the things we're particularly interested in finding out are: Errors, for example, never-again programs, inactive hint buttons, and so on. The source of confusion, for example, traces misleading stacks, words of common UI problem errors: is font editing ok? Do you like a bright background? How important are
features like sign-in, time, etc.? Read more The Java Version of EPI is ready in the press! It will be available from Amazon in a few days. We'll send a link directly to the Amazon page when it's ready. It's here! Link to amazon pagefor EPI in Java. The only difference between the original EPI and EPI in Java is that the
programs are available in Java instead of C++. (We also have a short chapter on Java, which includes best coding practice for an interview and a small number of language review questions; this replaces the same chapter on C++ in the original EPI.) All programs, Java and C++, are always available from the site. We will
continue to sell the original EPI to readers who prefer C++. Read more As of 12:43 PM CDT 9/15/2015, EPI is available again! Read more
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